PROJECT OLYMPUS: Welcome to Global Entrepreneurship Week
• Prof. Lenore Blum, Founding Director, Project Olympus

A FOCUS on RESEARCH from Carnegie Mellon University
• Prof. Takeo Kanade, Head, Quality of life Technology Center
"Computer Vision: from sports to medicine"
• Prof. Virgil Gligor, Co-Director, CyLab
"Can you trust your computer (search)? CyLab to the rescue"

START-UPS and SPIN-OFFS
• Kit Needham, Olympus Senior Business Advisor, introduces
Olympus Student PROBE project leaders and
TIE Business Mentoring Roundtable (BMR) company leaders

Olympus CONNECTS
• Ty Morse, CEO, Songwhale
"Rock Opera, Mobile Marketing, and Why I brought my company to Pittsburgh"

Registration and Directions:
http://www.olympus.cs.cmu.edu/events

Project Olympus thanks K & L GATES for its generous support of the Show&Tells